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Scaling laws in aggregation: Fragmentation models with detailed balance
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Coagulation processes may be balanced by very slow breakup reactions that lead to a self-

similar stationary cluster size distribution, as recently described by Family, Meakin, and Deutch
(FMD) [Phys. Rev. Lett. 57, 727 (1986); 57, 2332 (1986)l. Here, a class of reversible

coagulation-fragmentation models is presented that satisfies detailed balance, for which the scal-

ing functions can be calculated explicitly. The FMD models do not have the property of detailed

balance in general.

Recently Family, Meakin, and Deutch' (referred to as
FMD) have proposed a scaling description of an aggrega-
tion process, balanced by breakup reactions, that reaches
a steady state after a sufTiciently long time. If the average
cluster size becomes sufficiently large, scaling or self-
similar behavior can be observed. For this to happen, the
overall rate of breakup reactions must be sufficiently slow.

Suppose that the total fragmentation rate for any
breakup reaction is proportional to a small parameter k,
then FMD propose that the average cluster size in this
steady state scales as a power of k, viz. S(k)—k y, and
that the size distribution scales as

N, (k) —s 2f(s/S(k))-s f(sky) .

By applying scaling arguments to Smoluchowski's coagu-
lation equation with fragmentation terms included (cou-
pled system of chemical rate equations), FMD show that
the exponent y is simply related to the degrees of homo-
geneity of the coagulation and fragmentation rate con-
stants. Their scaling ideas and exponent relations were
supported by convincing computer simulations of dif-
fusion-limited aggregation of clusters, showing that a
mean-field theory is adequate to describe the observed
phenomena.

The purpose of this Rapid Communication is to show
that one can construct classes of coagulation-frag-
mentation models for which scaling functions, exponents,
and constants can be evaluated explicitly for reversible re-
actions obeying detailed balance. We refer to these mod-
els as detailed-balance models.

Steady-state distributions obeying detailed balance are
of course a special type of stationary solution of the chem-
ical rate equations. Our reversible aggregation models are
closely related, but not identical, to the aggregation-
fragmentation models of FMD. The latter models violate
the detailed-balance condition. However, detailed bal-
ance is not a necessary requirement for the existence of an
equilibrium state.

If aggregation and breakup reactions occur simultane-

ously the distribution of clusters over diA'erent sizes may
reach a stationary value X,. The assumption that this sta-
tionary state obeys detailed balance enables us to deter-
mine X, for a given coagulation-fragmentation model,
defined through (i) given coagulation kernel K(i,j), and
(ii) given total breakup rate F ') of an s-cluster.

Here the rate for the coagulation reaction of an i-
cluster and a j-cluster into an s-cluster (s =i+j) is
K(i,j )N;Nj. The total breakup rate, Ft')N„is the sum of
all possible rates F(i,j )N;+~ for breakup of an s-cluster
into an i - and j-cluster with i +j =s, so that

K(i,j)N;NJ =F(i,j )N;+~ , (i,j =1,2, . . . ) .. (2)

A stationary solution satisfying detailed balance is in fact
a special solution of Smoluchowski's mean-field kinetic
equation for coagulation and fragmentation processes. Of
course, Eq. (2) with arbitrarily prescribed K(i,j) and
F(ij ) does not have a solution in general. The detailed-
balance condition, therefore, imposes a restriction on the
possible combinations of coagulation and fragmentation
rates in Smoluchowski's mean-field equation. Summing
Eq. (2) with i+j =s =const yields, in combination with

(1), a recursion relation for N, (s = 1,2, . . . ), viz. ,

K(i j )N;NI =F(')N, , (3a)
l,J(i+j s)

that can be solved for a given K(i,j) and F ' . Here we
assume that the total fragmentation rate F ' of a large

F'= —,
' g F(l j).

l,J(i+j-s)
The factor 2 corrects for double-counting configurations.
The fragmentation kernel F(i,j ) cannot be specified a
priori. As we shall see, the detailed-balance condition
combined with the above requirements determines both
the stationary size distribution %, as well as the kernel
F(i,j ) The detail. ed-balance condition reads
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cluster is proportional to some power of the cluster size,

F ' =Ics'(s —1) (3b)

and the factor (s —1) guarantees that F~'~ vanishes. The
constants k and a are the parameters of the model. In the
FMD model F(i,j)=k(i+ j)', so that the total breakup
rate of an s cluster is the same as in (3b), but it will ap-
pear that F(i,j ) is very diA'erent in the two classes of
models. To be more explicit, we assume that the coagula-
tion process can be modeled by a homogeneous kernel,
specified by two exponents p and v:

K(bi, b~) =b'K(i,j),

g- [~r(I/y)]«, (as v 0),
y =1/(2 —r) =1/(2 —a —8') .

(9)

The size distribution (7) in combination with (9) enables
us to calculate the moments M„=g,s "N, with the result:

"I (n+ I —r)/I (2 —r)~rc~' "~, (n & r —1),
M„—' —

g 'In(/I (2 —r)~ —rclnx, (n=r —1),
x xconst, (n & r —1),

for g 0 (valid for p & 0), it follows from mass conserva-
tion that

K(i,j ) —i"j, (j ))i,k—=p+ v) .
(4) (10)

To solve the recursion relation, we make the substitu-
tion

where r & 2. This yields in particular for the average
cluster size as K 0:

N, =ks 'n, C', (ni =1) . (5)
5 =M2-(y() '-[rcr(t/y)] -«/y .

(s —1)n, = —,
' K(i,j )(ij ) 'n;n~

This transforms (3) into the well-known recursion relation
The result for the total number of clusters N =Mp follows
by setting n =0 in (10) and the total mass M~ =1. The
scaling of the size distribution N, as s ~ and x 0 fol-
lows from Eqs. (7) and (9):

]
2 (6) s N, -f(gs),

f(x) =x' 'e "/I (2 —r) .
(12)

i =a+0', (7)

where rc is a new fragmentation constant (proportional to
k) and exp( —g)—:C/R. The exponents r and 8' are still
undetermined.

The explicit form of the fragmentation kernel is now
given by Eq. (2) in combination with the solution of Eq.
(6). This would yield an asymptotic form for F(i,j):

F(i,j ) =xK(i,j )(i '+j ')',
which is a homogeneous kernel of degree a=A, —~=X
—0' —a. Here we choose to define the fragmentation
model for all i,j through this relation, where x and ~ or a
are the important parameters of the fragmentation model.

In view of possible scaling laws we are interested in the
occurrence of large cluster sizes. This can only happen if
the breakup constant rc is small. In that case g, appearing
in Eq. (7), can be determined explicitly from mass conser-
vation 1 —x g, s ' 'exp( —sg). Since rc 0, this equa-
tion can only be satisfied if the sum at g 0 is divergent;
thus, T; & 2.

Using the relation

ps~ 'exp( —sg)-g ~r(p)

where X'=X —2a is the degree of homogeneity of E'.
This equation has been used extensively to study the
short-time behavior of the solutions of Smoluchowski's
coagulation equation. The arbitrary constant C can be
determined from mass conservation g, sN, = l.

For the time being, we assume (later on we return to
this point again) that the asymptotic solution of Eq. (6) at
large s is given by n, -Bs R '. Thus,

N, —xs 'e

Here, f(x) is the I distribution, normalized as
fdxx 'f(x) =1.

In the previous discussion, we have assumed that the
solution of the recursion relation (6) was of the form
n, -Bs R '. lf we define exponents for the kernel
K'(i,j ) with the help of Eq. (4) as k'=k —2a and
v'=v —a, then the solution of Eq. (6) always has the
above form if v' & 1. In that case the 0' exponent is given
by 8'=k'. Hence, for coagulation kernels K(i,j) with
v & 1+a and fragmentation kernels with homogeneity in-
dex a=A —X' —a =a, we find from (7) and (9) the ex-
ponent relations

r=k —a, y=(a —k+2)
Here the i exponent describes the small-x behavior of the
scaling form f(x) ~x ' and the y exponent the growth
of the average cluster size S~ k ~. Furthermore,
K(bi, bj ) =b K(i,j ) and F(bi, bj) =b'F(i,j )

If v'=1, the solution of the recursion relation (6) has
either an algebraic form n, —Bs R ' or a stretched-
exponential form. For v' & 1 the solutions increase faster
than exponentially. In the context of scaling behavior we
may restrict ourselves to the algebraic forms and refer to
the literature for a determination of O'. As an illustra-
tion, we brieAy sketch an example with v'=I, namely
K(ij ) =(ij )"and K'(i,j)=ij so that a =co —1. The ex-
act solution of the recursion relation (6) is now

n &s
—

2/st (+2~) —
1&

—5/2es

and 8'= —,
' (see Ref. 4), yielding

N, —Ks " '~2exp( —gs)

for s ~. The undetermined constant g follows from
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mass conservation, g, sN, = l. As x 0 (divergent
sum), a consistent solution for g can only be found provid-
ed co & —,'. This yields g, as in Eq. (9), with exponents
r =co+ —,

' and y = ( —,
' —ro) '. Detailed balance (2)

gives, for the fragmentation kernel,

F(i,j) =x(i+j ) "(i '+j ')'i', (ro & —, ), (14)

with a degree of homogeneity a =co —
2 and one verifies

that the exponent relation (13) of FMD is again satisfied.
This particular example with v'=1 diff'ers from the gen-
eral case with v'& 1 only in that the total breakup rate
F ' in (3b) has an exponent a =a+ —,', whereas the gen-
eral case v' & 1 has a =a.

In summary: For coagulation-fragmentation models
with homogeneous coagulation and fragmentation kernels
K(i,j) and F(i,j) that satisfy detailed balance we have
derived the scaling relations proposed by FMD. The aver-

age cluster size S—k ~ and the size distribution
s N, —f(sk~) for large cluster size s and small fragmen-
tation constant k where f(x) —x ' as x 0. The ex-
ponents are simply expressed in the degrees of homogenei-
ty A, and a of K(i,j) and F(i,j), respectively, and given by
y =(a —X+2) ' and r=k —a. The explicit form of the
scaling size distribution is the I distribution f(x)-x 'e ". All constants are calculated explicitly. The
results derived here are mean-field results based on
Smoluchowski's rate equations.

The exponent relation z=X —a, describing the small-x
behavior of the scaling form f(x) —x ', is a new result,
which has only been derived for the restricted class of de-
tailed balance models. The expression for the y exponent
has been derived before by FMD, using only the homo-
geneity properties of K(i,j) and F(i,j) and has, there-
fore, a more general validity.

It is of interest to compare the size distribution obtained
in the computer simulations of Family, Meakin, and
Deutch, ' with the theoretical predictions for the detailed
balance models. FMD have simulated diff'usion-limited
aggregation for the particle coalescence model, where the
radius of gyration of a cluster is mass independent, R, = 1,
and they have taken a mass-independent diff'usion
coefficient D, =1. The corresponding mean-field descrip-
tion is therefore given by Smoluchowski's equation for
Brownian coagulation with a coagulation kernel
K(i,j)=DR =1 with exponents X =v=0 [see Eq. (4)].
Unfortunately, FMD's fragmentation model, F(i,j )
=k(i +j) ', is not a detailed balance model, and the com-

TABLE I. Homogeneity index and r exponents.

F ' in Eq. (3)
a

1

0
—

1

F in Eq. (8)
a

3
2

FMD model DB model
&sim

0
0

0.7

&theor

parison will therefore be more of a qualitative nature.
We compare the FMD-simulation results with those for

the detailed balance (DB) model at the same total frag-
mentation rate, viz. F ' =ks'(s —1) and at the same
coagulation rate K(i,j ) =1. Table I shows the z exponent
obtained from the simulations at diff'erent a values with
the corresponding results for the detailed-balance model.

We first note that at the special value a =0, the FMD
model does satisfy the detailed-balance condition and
there is perfect agreement. The result for this special
case, E=l and F=k, was of course known for a long
time. The results of the detailed-balance model for
a & —

1 are contained in Eq. (9). The results for a = —1

are contained in the example treated above Eq. (13).
The big diff'erence in z values, as seen in Table I, be-

tween both models may be understood from the
differences in the fragmentation kernels. In the FMD
model one has F(i,j) =k(i+j )' and in the detailed bal-
ance model F(i,j) =k(i '+j ') ' for a & —1, and
F(i,j)=k(i '+j ') ~ for a= —l. In the former mod-
el, small and large fragments are equally likely. However,
in the detailed-balance model F(j,j )/F(1, 2j —1) j —for
a & —1. Hence, in the detailed-balance model large
(small) fragments are more likely for a & 0 (a & 0), lead-
ing to a depletion (excess) of small clusters or, equivalent-
ly, to a lower (higher) r value in the DB model as com-
pared to the FMD model.
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